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A MESSAGE FROM THE INTERNATIONAL PRESIDENT
National AGMs
Dear 41ers, Ex-Tablers, Old-Tablers.
Since I took over as 41 International President at our AGM in
Denmark 3 of May I have until now visited 10 national AGMs. It
have been wonderful for me to listen and talk with so many of
our members and get good ideas for the future, but also having good meetings with the national boards where we have
discussed and talked about international and national subjects
and Thank you all for that. Each member country has its own
way to make an AGM, and Thanks for that, but the mood, the
spirit and fun, fellowship and friendship iis fantastic everywhere. It has been a great pleasure for me to participate, and I
Thank you all for taking good care of me.
I can only recommend other country members to try to come
and visit a national AGM in a foreign 41 International member
country, you will never regret it.
Photos say more than 1000 words, please look.
What a wonderful 41 World.
Yours in Friendship
Carsten Flink
41 Int. President 2014-15

CARSTEN’S TRAVELS—RTI AND SA

RTI PRESIDENTS MOFFAT AND

JASON HANDING OVER

AT THE GERMAN AGM
Clockwise from top left: The Banner Exchange, traditional dress,
Carsten with GB&I IRO Dave Campbell, the Market Square,
Carsten with (L-R) Wilhelm Rupflin, Christoph Weimann (OTD IRO)
and the legendary Bob Parton

Childens and Youth Camp in Germany
We are building in the former “Kaub Elslein Openair
Baths” a camp in true camp-style with attached recreation and adventure facilities. Projected opening date:
late 2014! This Children and Youth Camp is primarily
aimed at the socially disadvantaged and vulnerable children and young people. In Kaub they should be able to,
unwind and experience adventure in the nature. Away
from the often heavy everyday life they are leaving behind them. Far away from the concrete jungles, poverty
and disease. The camp should be a place where all children experience affection, encouragement and challenges. Things that are natural for many of us!
We in Germany , Round Table and Old Table are building this Camp for Children and Youths. It
will be designed to help our young ones in need, those stemming von a less fortunate lifestyle
as we know. They will be able to spend time at our Camp and enjoy a holiday which up till now
neither they or their parents have been able to afford. In Germany alone more than 3 million
children are within this category!
It is called the Round Table Kinder and Jungend Camp Kaub
( Round Table Children and Youth Camp Kaub).
Situated near to the picturesque Rhine River which is flowing on ist way to
Rotterdam after starting ist mamouth journey from the „Rheinwaldhorn“
Glacier high in the Swiss Alps, passing near to the famous Loreley memorial. This is the
section of the Rhine River, particularly in the narrow gorge connecting Bingen and Koblenz,
hier lies our Kaub Camp, this length of the river has only a length of thirty-five miles,but there
are more castles than in any other river valley in the world. Many are ruins,
but some have been restored as hotels and are open for tours. They stand
like sentinels on the cliffs above riverside villages, and others stand alone
surrounded by vineyards.
Snuggled inbetween the superb trees the camp spreads over 10 acres of
flowing land offering lots of space for the kids to errect their own tents and enjoy the fun of a
camp fire under the beautiful starlit night. Cowboys and Indians along the hillside are played
out, directly adjorning the site, and all of this without being in danger or getting lost or having
to leave the Camp. The treetop walk at our Camp, Located immediately on the west banks of
the Round Table site offers visitors to get close to the wildlife in the beautiful high level system
which will hang between the deep green of the forest, a fascinating nature experience. The
Tree-Top-Walk is designed for all groups; also people who are confined to a wheelchair can
use the path comfortably and safely through the treetops. The treetop walk at our Camp will
blend harmoniously into the canopy of the forest and gives the viewer a unique

night. Cowboys and Indians along the hillside are played out, directly adjoining the site, and
all of this without being in danger or getting lost or having to leave the Camp. The treetop
walk at our Camp, Located immediately on the west banks of the Round Table site offers visitors to get close to the wildlife in the beautiful high level system which will hang between
the deep green of the forest, a fascinating nature experience. The Tree-Top-Walk is designed for all groups; also people who are confined to a wheelchair can use the path comfortably and safely through the treetops. The
treetop walk at our Camp will blend harmoniously into the canopy of the forest and gives the
viewer a unique insight into the top floor of the
forest and over the complete Camp. Its special
design will allow an extraordinary atmosphere
above the crowns of the trees.
By the way, all of the systems we are building
in the Camp are designed to be used also for
Chlidren in wheelchairs and disabled so that nobody will have to sit and look at the others
enjoying themselves. „A dream come true“ as one young boy explained to me from his
wheelchair at the time of my last visit there.
Round Table were able to take over an open air Swimming
Pool area from the local town of Kaub and will develope this
into an adventure playground . The Plan is to build a massive
Trampoline in one of he two empty swimming pools combined
with a Climbing Wall built into the „deepend of this pool. On
the oposite end of the pool „ the shallow end“ a small practice
„wall“ will appear so that the youngsters can also practice their
skills.
They have already installed Caretaker and his wife at the Camp
who have their own seperate flat which is built into the east
wing of the main recreational building. Commercial cooking
facilities as well as modern Sanitary systems have been
installed . Meeting rooms have now beem completed, also
Bicycles have been purchased as an added recreational
faclity.This must not be restricted to local Children also International parties could be
entertained.
Many Hotels and Holiday Flats are available near to our Camp so that everybody is welcome
to come along and help or just to see what we are doing.
Donations and Members to our cause will be generously appreciated.A single share in the
project may be purchased for 60 € (£50) per Annum. For information please contact Bob
Parton, the author of this report
Bobparton@ropa-stahl.com

Extracts mainly from the Hinge regarding the French position over the years.

Compiled by Wolfgang Roessel and reproduced here with his permission.

The friends of Tablers
October 1961 The first French Ex-Tablers Club formed in Brest. Here is an extract from the official
journal of the City of Brest: Association 41-Club. Goal: To offer the possibility to elder members of
Round Table France at their age limit, and to all their friends of the same age, ho are sympathetic
towards R.T.F., to maintain and to develop the hinges of friendship among themselves…
AGM France 1973 in Strasbourg Daniel Ponchon, President Club 41 France:
We estimate in French 41Clubs 2% of the members are no Ex-Tablers. A show of hands gave 17 to
allow non Ex-Tablers to join, 5 abstentions and 33 against admittance of any but Ex-Tablers (The
Hinge No 50, Spring 1974, page 3).
November 1973 Council of 41 GB&I in Norwich Ken Wickenden, President, reports: “The French
President Daniel Ponchon has stated, however, that this position would be rectified by 1975 and
after that date no more non Ex-Tablers would be allowed into the French Association” (The Hinge
No51, Spring 1974, page 3).
June 1975, Le Touquet Foundation of ‘41 International’ By the Ex-Tablers Associations in GB&I,
France, Belgium and Germany. The document states in English and French ‘International Association of former members of Round Table’.
June 1982 AGM Club 41 France in Pau Michel Huot, President. Resolution to the rules. French 41
Club offers from now on “… to the elder members of Round Table France and their friends who are
older than the age of 41 the possibility to maintain and develop the hinges of friendship, which
unite them in lively way”. This resolution remains unknown for some time.
1991 AGM 41 International in Trieste GB&I President Jim McCollum announces that GB&I withdraws from 41 International because the French still admit non Ex-Tablers.
1994 AGM 41 International in Hamburg. 41 International President Wolfgang Roessel (Germany).
GB&I rejoins 41 International after the French had promised from now on never to admit non ExTablers.
2002 AGM 41 International in Brasov. 41 International President Beat Berger (Switzerland). The
French 41 Clubs withdraw from 41 International because the conference did not accept the French
application for the admittance of non Ex-Tablers.
2003 AGM 41 International in Copenhagen. 41 International President Sam Sampath (India). The
French 41 Clubs rejion41 International, though the proceedings were totally unjustified.
2012 AGM 41 International In Chennai. 41 International President Jean-Louis Boileau (France). 41
France President Daniel Zanelotti announces the withdrawal of the French Association from 41 International, and the formation of a new independent international association by those associations which admit both Ex-Tablers and non Ex-Tablers.
Daniel Ponchon (89), 41 International President 1976-77 states: “Members of 41 International are
violent, aggressive and intolerant. I’d be very proud to be an Honorary Member of the new organisation.

Hans-Dieter Gesch Fehlingerstraße 83339 Chieming
Hart 08669/789632 h.d.gesch@gmx.de

The ‘Golden Stomachs’ celebrate their
Fifth Summer Meeting
I guess there is nobody who knows “Golden
Stomach”? With exception of all the IROs –
worldwide! Of course, they know!
Duccio Arrighi, formerly IRO Club 41 Italia, had an idea – we have to praise him –
what the hell (he never would say so). IRO
(International Relationship Officers), representing their associations sometimes for many years
in all, mostly know each other very well for an
even longer time, roaming from one country to
another they meet together a couple of AGMs
per year – not only representing their associations, also adapting, adopting and improving
friendship at its best.

Duccio simply asked, ‘why don´t we extend this friendship for regular meetings, occasionally the AGMs – and also once a year outside the official events?)
Fascinating, every member is proud being one, wearing the pin happily after the inauguration: on the front of the stage, the candidate is kneeling, singing (at least we call it
singing), drinking a little bit..... taking over the
banner – and the number! Every IRO will be
member for a lifetime. Duccio is our number 1,
my number is 3, proudly to say this. Nowadays
we are celebrating the number .LXXIV (74)

This year we met in Trier/Germany, a famous 2000 years old Roman Town, famous for its ancient Documents, as well as wine. The Romans started – it is documentated – the
winery in Igel, a
small place outside
the city. Exactly at
this place a 41er in
OT 147, Oskar
Blasius, is running
a hotel and highly
respected restaurant and winecellar!
You may be sure:
Oskars house was the very
right place to celebrate this
year. Fun and friendship at
its best, good food, tasting
great wines, also admiring
the old city, the river Mosel
– we have to give Oskar a
very warm Thank You for
these days.

According to our slogan
“May Your Stomach Never
Rust” (don´t ask the meaning of “Golden Stomach” )
we meet in 2015 in Oostende – Pieter Carbon will
host us, looking forward to
July 15
Hans-Dieter Gesch GS III,
OTD-IRO 2005 – 2011
09.09.14

Poynton 41 Club Rejuvenated
It is quite amazing what can be achieved when
people sit round a table and decide to tackle a
problem head on rather than bury their heads in
the sand.

Outgoing Chairman Bryan Sinclair presents newly inducted Karl Colebrook
with the Chairman’s jewel of office

Just over two months ago I attended a meeting
Poynton 41 Club, in which there was a serious
case being made for the Club disaffiliating from
the National Association. It was felt that the
Club had become very much disconnected from
its local Round Table, Poynton & District 1064,
and that as such, it no longer served a purpose
within the organisation. Why should the members still pay capitation fees in order to be a part
of an association in which they felt that they had
little interest?

The entire premise for disaffiliation was based
on the perceived disconnect between Round Table and 41 Club, which had drifted apart over the years. Thanks in no small
part to the efforts of Poynton 41 Club member and National Councillor for Region 12 (North Wales), Lawrence Bamber,
who got former two-time Chairman of Poynton & District Round Table, Karl Colebrook, a soon-to-retire member, Dave
Jacks, and the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of Poynton 41 Club, Bryan Sinclair and Nigel Humphries, sat at a table and
discussing how to tie links between Round Table and 41 Club once again, the main reason behind the call for disaffiliation
was called into serious question.
During the course of that meeting in February, which was also attended by Karl and Dave, we learned that there were
around 15 men, some already retired from Round Table and some soon to retire, who were interested in joining 41 Club.
This was not a case of these men simply pondering the idea, they were committed to joining. The only question in their
minds was whether they should join the existing 41 Club or start their own new Club.
They were leaning towards starting their own 41 Club initially because of the difference in age between themselves and
the existing members and because they wanted to remain active rather than simply join a dining club. Also, they didn't
want to join en masse because they felt that such an influx could be perceived as a rather too aggressive move. Little
known to the Tablers, Poynton 41 Club is an active Club. Its members had just returned from a trip to Tenerife a matter of
days before the February meeting, for example. Karl and Dave were told in no uncertain terms that the existing 41 Club
would welcome new blood, a sentiment echoed even by the member who put forward the initial case for disaffiliation. At
this point in time, the prospective members were now leaning towards joining the existing Club. Over the following 2
months, Bryan, Nigel, Karl and Dave agreed that the prospective members would join the existing club and started to define more clearly the role that they would play within the club.
Fast forward to Tuesday April 29th and it was Poynton 41 Club's AGM, attended by no less than ELEVEN members past
and present of Poynton & District RT 1064 including Karl Colebrook and Dave Jacks. All ELEVEN were inducted into 41 Club
by Bryan Sinclair. Furthermore, this is but the beginning. There are several more prospectives who will be brought into the
fold in the near future.
When the time came for Bryan to stand down and hand the jewel of office over to Nigel Humphries, Nigel announced that
it was time to let the new blood shape the Club. Consequently, it is Karl Colebrook who has now taken the Chair of
Poynton 41 Club, and Dave Jacks is the new Vice-Chairman. Further positions in the Club have also been filled by newly
inducted members.
This can only be qualified as a great success. In the space of two months, Poynton has gone from a club on the brink of
disaffiliation with little to no contact with its local Round Table to a thriving Club, meeting twice a month, now with close
ties to its local Table in the form of several members only just retired, and with every intention of taking up the Anthony
Nolan 40/40 challenge with Poynton & District RT.
Long may it last!

Godwin Stewart – National Councillor Region 8 Lancs, Manx & Greater Manchester

GB & I PAST PRESIDENTS’ DINNERS
This article was given to Secretary Sid by a Past President last year; unfortunately we can’t put a date on it but clearly it is from an edition of the Hinge or FortyOne from 2009 and is undoubtedly written by the late Eric Miller. Eric began his Round Table career in Wakefield in 1945 and went on to be 41 Club GB&I President in 1984-85 and was for
many years the Association’s Archivist. He was one of very few Life Honorary Members - the highest award we can
bestow. I had the pleasure of knowing him.
This function originated in 1958 when President Ken Reed, noting that the Association was quickly approaching a
membership of 100 Clubs (and 2000 Ex-Tablers) “felt it would be a good idea to get together all the past National
Presidents and their Secretaries for an informal social gathering at which we could discuss the past and future of our
organisation.”
And so, on Saturday 18 October that year, six Past Presidents, four Past Secretaries and some current members of
the Council, 17 in all, assembled at the St Ermin’s Hotel, London, for dinner, followed by a visit to a theatre, and,
afterwards, a night club. The discussion was held the following morning. The Dinner was a formal affair, with “black
tie”, and has remained so ever since. At the 2007 Dinner the question was raised as to whether dress might become
informal but it was decided to leave things as they were.
Repeated four years later, this time for dinner only, fourteen Past Presidents, some Past Secretaries and members
of Council, 26 in all, attended. Thereafter it became a triennial event, chaired by the Association President of the
day, attended only by Past Presidents and the current President, held at the time of the Half-Yearly Meeting of Club
Chairmen, usually in November, and organised by the Conference Officer. Nevertheless occasionally one or more
guests have attended.
However, from the 1980 function it was decided to run the event every two years, but this soon led to a problem,
caused by commencement of the International and National Presidents’ Gatherings in 1983, to be held in various
European countries. It was hoped that they would alternate with our Dinners but, by 1990, they were being held the
same year. To restore the alternating dates and to ensure that our Dinner would be held in the year of the Association’s Golden Anniversary, there was only a gap of one year following the 1990 Dinner. At our 16th Dinner on 13
May 1995, on the occasion of the Association’s 50th Anniversary, we had, as our Guest of Honour, the 41 International President (being the only one of the Past Presidents of other associations who were invited.)
In 1986, it being the Association’s 50th year, the Past Presidents met on the exact anniversary of the Association’s
foundation on 13 May 1945, close to but not in Wakefield, where it all started. At the Dinner it was agreed that future Dinners would be organised only by a Past President and that they would be held on the Friday nearest to the
13th May; changed in 1990 to the nearest Saturday. At the 2008 Dinner it was decided to revert in future to an Autumn meeting, keeping the alternate dates.
At the 21st Dinner held in 2005, a week before the Association held its 60th Anniversary Luncheon, it was resolved
that the Dinners should be held annually.
At first the cost of the function, including wine, was met by those participating but, from 1980 until 2003, the wine
bill was met by the Association. Originally a “men only” affair, by 1990 it had become the practice for wives to come
along and to hold their own dinner at a separate venue, usually after meeting the men for pre-prandial drinks and
again after dinner, a pattern that allowed the men, if necessary, to conduct a limited amount of ‘Association’ business during the meal. In 1995 the two parties met and dined in the same building, albeit different rooms., joining up
afterwards for a very enjoyable evening. From then onwards it became a purely social event with the wives joining
the Past Presidents at dinner. With this pattern now established it was agreed at the 19th Dinner in 2001 that in future the widows of Past Presidents should also be invited and that the me folk, should they have any business to
discuss, would do so at a meeting held at the same venue but before Dinner.

Jason Thomson Round Table International
From Facebook….

Yesterday (2nd September) I had a very productive meeting with club 41 International President
Carsten looking to the future of both our Organisations and how we can benefit and build stronger together

A DATE FOR YOUR DIARY
GB & Ireland will be hosting next year’s International HYM from 23rd - 25th October
2015.

The event will be held in Birmingham which has excellent transport links to Europe
and beyond.
We are looking forward to greeting all our friends from around the world.

More news soon!

Past Presidents Meet in Germany - By Gordon Macnab, GB&I
In early June Past Presidents from Denmark,
France, Germany, Great
Britain and Switzerland
made the journey to
Biberach, a small town
in Southern Germany
midway between
Stuttgart and Munich, to
join fellow Past Presidents for their biennial
international meeting.
Our home for the weekend was the Eberbacher
Hof a beautiful old hotel situated in the centre of Biberach that in a previous life during the 15th century
had been part of the monastery Eberbach nearby Wiesbaden. At registration old friendships were renewed and new acquaintances made as we all enjoyed a welcome glass of champagne. On to the welcome party that evening at ‘Biber Keller’, a typical beer garden where we enjoyed a five course meal of
regional specialities washed down with a sufficiency of alcohol. After dinner we paid a visit to the restaurant cellar. Not quite as we imagined as the cellar was actually a large cave behind the restaurant
building that in earlier times had been stocked with ice from winter to help keep the beer cool during
spring and summer. World War II saw a change of use for the cave when it was used to store drugs!
There was a leisurely start the next morning as we boarded our coach to tour the region with the first
stop at Laupheim to visit one of the most technically advanced planetariums in Europe where we saw a
most interesting three dimensional film on the universe and another on the American moon landing.
We then listened to a short informative speech from the owner of the Planetarium translated into English by Beat Berger in his ‘own’ amusing way! Lunch was next on the agenda at ‘Knopf and Knopf’ in the
nearby town of Warthausen where traditional fare was served at a local restaurant built in the style of a
railway station. Lunch was a selection of different ‘maultaschen’, best described as a kind of ravioli,
which was very much enjoyed and washed down with a sufficiency of local beer. Before we boarded our
bus we took time to visit a button museum where some of the ladies managed to spend some of their
Euros in the shop! Then it was back onto the coach to continue our tour through the picturesque south
German countryside with a stop at a beautiful baroque church in the little town of Steinhaausen where
our guide Dr Guntram Deichsel spoke of the history of the church and the wonderful art treasures on
display paying particular attention to small carvings of various animals and birds on the window surrounds. Back onto the bus once again for the short journey to our final stop of the day which had to be
a brewery! The old brewery at Schussenried is famous locally for the ‘Bierkrug Museum’ or in other
words a beer mug museum. What a collection was exhibited for us to enjoy as there must have been
thousands of beer mugs of all ages, shapes and sizes. That set the scene for another drop of the local
brew and another excellent meal before we boarded the bus for the return drive to Biberach and a
night-cap and some well-earned rest.

On Saturday morning the sun shown once again with temperatures in the low 30’s as it had been for the
entire weekend and the local market was in full swing in the main square. Time was taken to explore the
market stalls before we took part in a guided walking tour of the historic old town. At the town’s museum we enjoyed an excellent buffet lunch and listened attentively to a speech by Dr Riedlbauer, the
‘Kulturreferent’, who is the person responsible for culture in the town and he gave an interesting insight
into the history, economy, and the many cultural interests enjoyed by the residents of Biberach. Some
free time in the afternoon to stroll around the town and to give the ladies another opportunity to spend a
few more Euros.
Before our final dinner the Past Presidents gathered to hold their formal meeting and listened attentively
to an address from International President Carsten Flink who explained what was happening in the world
of 41 International along with his hopes for the future. In the evening the weekend drew to a close with
a superb dinner in a private room at a restaurant a short walk from our hotel when all present took the
opportunity of thanking our hosts Franz and Geli Hoffmann for arranging such an excellent weekend with
international fun and fellowship of the best. All too soon it was Sunday morning and time for farewells
and promises to meet up in The Algarve, Portugal where the next Past Presidents’ International Meeting
is to be held in 2016.

The biggest Duck Race in the World
The Tablers of Karlsruhe with the
help of many 41ers tipped 8000
harmless little yellow Ducks into
the River Alb, this little river meanders its way through Karlsruhe
to finally reach the mother Rhine
River which flows majestically
through the Rhine valley till it
finds ist way into the North Sea in
Rotterdam.

The Alb is a river in the Northern Black Forest in Germany.
It is a tributary of the Rhine,
and flows through the cities of
Karlsruhe, Ettlingen and Bad
Herrenalb.

Bob Parton,
Honorary Member 41 INTERNATIONAL

South African YAPS in Europe
Dear Bruce. I hope this email finds you well.

I would just like to personally thank you for everything that you and the international 41’ers association has done and sponsored
with regards to the entire YAP tour. It was really and truly a one of a kind experience and I have no doubt that every one of us will
cherish every moment, friendship and special memory that we made during the tour!

Our host families were all so warm and welcoming. I could not fault them in any way. We were always well fed and it was made
sure that there was plenty of beer available at all times! I think we most enjoyed our stay in Bielefeld because we all made such
strong connections with our first host families on the tour and it felt a lot like a home away from home so we were very sad to
leave but also very excited for what was to come! by the end of the first week, we had done so much that we hardly remembered
what we had done the day before! although exhausted, we continued enjoying ourselves through our many adventures and fun

Whilst staying in Emden in Germany we all had a ton of fun traipsing through mud or (wat) on the coast line of the North sea! this
- along with the waterskiing and clubbing in Koln, partying in Belgium and having a behind the scenes tour of tomrrowland, were
definitely just a few major highlights of the tour. and of course we LOVED being in Germany for the soccer games approaching
the final, the spirit and atmosphere was always so incredible to be a part of so we were all thrilled when Germany won the world

I have volunteered to organise the presentation for the AGM in September. I will either make a video or a powerpoint presentation. I have al
ed a whatsapp group with all the YAPs in order to communicate effectively between ourselves about the presentation.

Once again, I would just like to thank you and the association for all the hard work that has gone into the YAP tour.

I have attached a few pictures from the tour, we can’t wait to show you and tell you more! Enjoy!

Paraprosdokians (Winston Churchill loved them)
are figures of speech in which the latter part of a sentence or phrase is surprising or unexpected and is frequently humorous. Some examples:
Where there's a will, I want to be in it.
The last thing I want to do is hurt you ... but it's still on my
list.
Since light travels faster than sound, some people appear
bright until you hear them speak.
If I agreed with you, we'd both be wrong.
We never really grow up -- we only learn how to act in
public.
War does not determine who is right, only who is left.
Knowledge is knowing a tomato is a fruit. Wisdom is not
putting it in a fruit salad.
To steal ideas from one person is plagiarism. To steal
from many is research.
I didn't say it was your fault, I said I was blaming you.
In filling out an application, where it says, "In case of
emergency, notify..." I answered "a doctor."
Women will never be equal to men until they can walk
down the street with a bald head and a beer gut and still
think they are sexy.
You do not need a parachute to skydive. You only need a
parachute to skydive twice.
I used to be indecisive, but now I'm not so sure.
To be sure of hitting the target, shoot first and call whatever you hit the target.
Going to church doesn't make you a Christian, any more
than standing in a garage makes you a car.
You're never too old to learn something stupid.
I'm supposed to respect my elders, but it's getting harder and harder for me to find one now.

The India story so far
Project “Educate a Child” was successfully inaugurated on the 15th of November 2013 at the 5th meet of Club 159 in Chennai. An amount of Rs
181,000/- was handed over to the Ms Jigyasa, trustee Satya Surabhi Trust which runs the “My school Satya Surabhi “in Kodaikannal, Tamil Nadu.
This donation will support the education of 30 students for one year.
My School Satya Surabhi (recognized by the Government of Tamil Nadu) was founded in 1999 by Padmini and Ram Mani, with a motive to provide
quality and value based education to children of farm labourers, petty vendors and the underprivileged members of the community, regardless of
caste, religion or gender. It saw its beginnings with an initial enrolment of 20 students in a little shed.
Within a span of ten years, the school has grown to strength of over 150 children between the ages of four and thirteen years. Starting from
Nursery, the school provides education till Class 8.The Education Dept. of the Government of Tamilnadu, has chosen this as a model school.
My school Satya Surabhi

41 Area VI also has identified a school in Kolkata “Viveknanda Adarsha Milan Mandir” with the support of Tangent Club No 6. 41 club members
from Area VI donated Rs 60,000/- to this school through 41 clubs of India for sponsoring ten students. President Ajit also donated Rs 15000/-. The
money was handed over to the school at the Area mid-term meet held in March 2014, in presence of President Ajit and Project Convener Debashis.

Students of Vivekananda Adarsha Milan Mandir who have received the grants
This school was founded in the year 1984 with the objective of providing free education for the upliftment of the moral values of the slum dwellers
through the teaching of great philosopher and guide of modern India, Swami Vivekananda.
The main function of the organisation is to run a night school for the students from the slums. It is registered under W.B. Govt Societies Act w.e.f
1987 vide registration no S/55891 of 1987-88. The school is affiliated to Kolkata Ramakrishna-Vivekananda Bhava Prachar Parishad.

A further donation of Rs 60,000/- was handed over to Vivekananda Adarsha Milan Manidr School , Kolkata, on 18th September 2014 in presence
of Debashis Roy, Project Convener, Sanjay Chowdhury Area Chairman,Area 6 and Nupur Mitra Chairman Tangent Club no 6. Reeti Roy, Past National President of Tangent India and Koely Roy Governing Body member of the school were also present.

An appeal
It is indeed satisfying to note that this Project received support from 41ers on PAN INDIA basis with almost all areas coming forward to support it to the extent possible. We
also received some small international donations.
However, considering the fact that 20 per cent of children aged 6 to14 are still not in
school in India, there is a need to support the education of these children. We appeal
to you to sponsor the education of a child from primary school studying in class 1-5 or
a child from secondary school studying in class 6-10 at just $ 100 a year.
Giving below brief CV of two students of Vivekananda Adarsha Milan Mandir for support
from International 41ers
Name
Modhumita Haldar
Age
14
Sex
F
Studying in
Class VIII

Dipika Haldar
13
F
Class VIII

Both the students are first generation learner, meaning their parents are illiterate.
They have done an Art-o-Mania course under National Institute of Fashion Design, Kolkata
sponsored by the school and further support to pursue this may help them to build a career.

Route all your contributions/donations through National Association of 41 Clubs of India.
Contact our IRO Gopal Chopra for details.
Debashis Roy
Project Convener
Past President
National Association of 41 clubs of India

International Bonding through the 41er Movement - a view from India
The 41er and Old Tablers Clubs were formed to maintain the bonds of friendship which unite all Ex-Tablers. The International
Association was formed for the same purpose. Besides developing fellowship among members of clubs in each country the International Association encourages and provides the opportunity for members from different countries to come together and develop closer relations at the International AGM's & HYM's as well as during the AGM's of individual countries. Delegates from
across the world try to participate in such events to further bonding among members.
The Golden Stomach
Since the last 7yrs another platform for the IRO's was created in the form of the Brotherhood of the Golden Stomach, its motto
being ‘May Your Stomach Never Rust’. This provides another avenue for increasing the bonds between the active members who
travel across countries to participate in AGMs and other meetings. Such events have no doubt led to people coming closer together and strengthened the Association.
The YAP Programme
The YAP program that gives a chance to children of 41ers to travel and stay with families of members from different countries,
has also contributed significantly to making the Association meaningful. YAP tours results in instant friendships being developed that finally benefit the 41 International enhancing the image of the organisation even among the families of the members.
FAMEX
Some years ago the concept of Famex [Family Exchange Program] had been mooted to encourage couples to travel to other
member countries, partake of their hospitality and give an opportunity to people from different countries to imbibe the culture
and cuisine of the hosts. While International functions bring together 41ers for weekends and sometimes longer on tours together, it was envisaged that providing home hosting to members through Famex would further the effort of International Bonding in
a more lasting manner.
India has tried to encourage this effort by publicizing the program, which unfortunately has not developed as it should have.
While the Famex program envisaged earlier by the 41 Intl had a lot of rules and regulations, the Indian Association had felt a
simpler process needed to be put in place. Through the pages of The Hinge, we would like to once again give some of the salient
features of the program, that were circulated earlier also by us in 2012/13, so that 41ers reading this could rethink and put new
life into the idea,
Famex is open to members of the 41 International from all countries, and their spouses. It is not open to children of 41ers.
India had proposed that there be no formal procedures and processes for applications to be submitted to any International officer
nor should there be any fees to be paid to the Association. In other words, there is no need for Red Tape in this program.
The International Famex Convenor and the Famex Convenors / IRO's of each country would facilitate the travel of those couples
who wish to use this excellent opportunity. These gentlemen can suggest locations and hosts to the visitors and help them with
logistics
Famex should not be more than 12 to 15 days duration in a country. In this period the visitors can cover 2 to 3 towns where 41ers
exist.
While no minimum number needs to be laid down, Famex should not comprise of more than 3 to 5 couples.
The visiting couples will pay for the following:
All overseas travel costs. Travel costs between all cities in the country they are visiting. Museum and heritage site entry costs.
Local transportation for excursions when they are not with their hosts. While home hosting is the objective of Famex, in case
visitors wish to go to towns with no 41 Clubs, the cost of stay there will be borne by the visitors.
The 41Intl. or the National Associations of all member countries cannot be held responsible for any eventualities and the members must make their own arrangements for insurance cover as they would do for any international travel. The purpose of the
Famex program is to experience the life style, culture, history, interest of different countries. Let this program remain a simple
exercise where a /few couple/s call up their IRO / Famex Convenor expressing their desire to visit a member country and arrange
the visit. Let the International 41er spirit thrive with this program
Ranjit Thapar Club No 39 - Indian Association of 41 Clubs

Dr Sid’s Medical Tips
No. 1 in a very occasional series
“Obesity is a great cure for wrinkles”

IN CASE YOU ARE MISSING BOB PARTON’S GAGS
He has sent me some—thanks Bob!
It is better to be black than gay, because when you are black you do not have to tell your mother.

By the time your kids are fit to live with, they live with somebody else.

Small children disturb your sleep, big children your life.

Ma-ma does everything for the baby,who responds by saying Da-da first.

LIMERICK CONTEST
An enormous prize awaits the sender of the best limerick - a short poem of five lines. Keep them decent! Below is a barely acceptable example:

There was a young girl from Madras
Who had a magnificent ass
Not rounded and pink
As some of you think
But grey, with big ears, and eats grass.

sdfsf

NEWS FROM SWEDEN FROM IRO JAN KARLSSON

29th of May through 1st of June the Annual Swedish AGM was held at Örenäs
Castle in the South of Sweden. As usual it was held as a side by side arrangement, but not only mixing Round Table and Ladies Circle. Old Tablers Sweden as
well as Tangent also attended, each organization holding their own AGM. This
year in total was attended by approximately 1000 participants. We were greeted
by sunshine and hot weather, great activities, fantastic home parties (theme for
the year was royalties) and believe you me when I say that having a gala dinner
in an enormous tent with men in tuxedos and women in beautiful dresses was unforgettable. The Ex tabler meeting was attended by 42 members and a new board
was elected.

THE NEW SWEDISH BOARD

Romanian Club service actions—-from IRO Gheorghe Floroi
In the first half of this year, number 1, Brasov - Ladies Circle, Round Table and 41 Club organised a carnival with benefits for the children’s orphanage from "PBS Székelyudvarhely
Sava" Department Harghita - Romania. We attach a few pictures from this event.

Ladies
Circle

President
President Cristinel and Secretary Cristian with their ladies

Gheorghe Floroi and friends

Dana

RT & LC participants

Stefan Vlad, IRO RT Romania, with
admirers

EDITORAL

Dear friends
This is my first Hinge and I would welcome your comments and ideas. My skills with Microsoft
Publisher are very rusty but improving.
May I thank everyone who sent a contribution and apologise for not using all of them. Please
keep the articles and photos coming.
Yours in Continued Friendship
ANDY WAITE

National Councillor, Region 6 (Yorkshire, GB&I)
Past International Officer, Great Britain & Ireland
Telephone (H): ++ 44 (0)1924 260007
Telephone (M): ++44 (0)7941 380821
Skype: Andywaite41
E-Mail: editor@41international.org

EN ROUTE TO LONDON OLD TABLERS’ SOCIETY 70th CELEBRATIONS
(That’s me on the left)

